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FORMULA 1:

The Formula 1 race calendar starts in March and goes into October with 18 races in 18 differen

Formula 1 cars have open cockpits, open wheels, and are very low to the ground. They´re made w

The chassis, which must be constricted by the racing team, are made of ultra-light materials s

One of the major challenges for drivers of these cars is the complex course they run. The Indi

Along with the blinding speed, lightweight vehicles, and complex courses come the dangers of t

Of the four major categories of car racing, Formula 1 is the least popular in America. Perhaps
CHAMP CAR:

The 16-race Champ Car World Series starts in late March and run into the middle of November. F

Although a few of the races are run on ovals, most of the contests are held on road courses. I

The Champ Car raceways, for the most part, are shorter than Formula 1 tracks and also have few

Because Champ cars race on ovals along with street courses, they are heavier and have a longer

There is certainly a rivalry between the American based Champ Car enthusiasts and the internat

Formula 1 race cars are powered by gasoline and are not turbocharged, whereas Champs burn meth

Some race fans prefer Champ Car to Formula 1 due to the fact that lead changes are more achiev
INDY RACING LEAGUE:

The Indy Racing League (IRL) sponsors races primarily on oval tracks with the centerpiece bein

The IRL was founded in 1996 and, since that time, has gone through various growing pains. Like

In 2007, as part of an environmentally friendly policy, all IRL cars will be running on ethano

Of the four racing groups, the IRL may be the weakest when it comes to financial stability and

NASCAR:
Even if you don´t know what the letters stand for or you´ve never been to a NASCAR sanctioned

The Nextel Cup Series, NASCARS´ premiere event, starts in February and finishes up in November

NASCAR races are held on road courses, ovals, irregularly shaped tracks, and circular raceways

The look of the stock cars, unlike the racers for Formula 1, Champ Car or IRL, make NASCAR the

Also, unlike the other three organizations, NASCAR runs their races every week. It´s grueling,
Stock car races tend to include many lead changes, sparring amongst drivers, and athletic pit

Although NASCAR is not the only game in town, they are the best known and most organized, offe

It may behoove you to check out all four of these major racing organizations and their events.

Then again˙these camps and their allegiances may not be interested in ever crossing over to th
ONLINE BETTING

If you think that sports wagering is limited to the four major sports (football, basketball, b
The cars are running˙take part in the excitement on race day.
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